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Abstrach The transportation problems of Metro Manila were analyzed and described using
"Spatial Interaction Models" (Gravity and Enhopy Models) in order to alleviate and manage the
existing traffic congestion. The Gravity Model suggests that travel distance, monthly income and
"jeepney" ownership all have varying effects on the population of the origin and destination
areas. The Entropy Model, on the other hand, examined both origin-constrained ("from") and
destination-constrained ("to") traffic flow in order to maximize entropy and minimize traffic
congestion. Therefore, in order to achieve a state of minimum traffic congestion, the following
should be attained: (l) population should be at its highest and travel distance, cost and time are at
its minimum at the areas of origin; and (2) population and monthly income at its peak in the
destination zones. The results wil[ be beneficial in the study and use of land-use transportation
models when forecasting future pattems of urban systems.
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r. INTRODUCTION

Many developing countries around the world, particularly in urban centers, are experiencing
problems related to Eansport - from congestion to environmental degradation - and Metro
Manila is no exception. Heavy traffic has become "normal" for many people in the metropolis a
situation described as having "too many vehicles, with too few rides" (Verzola, 1997:l). Heavy
traffic definitely slows down the movement of people, goods and services resulting in higher
oppornrnity costs. Moreover, the unregulated growth of motor vehicles in Metro Manila has
greatly contributed to this problem.

Given this bleak transportation scenario, what then are the possible solutions to Metro Manila's
transportation problems?

1.1 Objectives

Generally, the study aims to analyze and describe Metro Manila's traffic flow using "spatial
Interaction Models" in order to alleviate and manage traffic congestion. Specifically, the study
airns:

. to assess the current urban transportation scenario in Metro Manila;
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o to model tip behavior of Metro Manila residents using trip generation models and

matrices;
. to examine "Origin-Destination" (O-D) matrices in order to calculate traffic flows and to

predict bottlenecks in road networks; and

. to identi&, evaluate and improve the current "Transportation Demand Management"
(TDM) measures and policies in Meho Manila.

1.2 Research Framework and Methodology

The paper is divided into four major parts namely: (l) Urban Development Scenario; (2) Trafftc
Congestion and Transportation Mode Analyses; (3) Trafhc Flow Analyses; and (4) Policy

Recommendations. The first and the last parts will be qualitative in nature while the other two

will be mainly quantitative in context. The major source of the data for the study will be the

1996 Metro Manila Urban Traniportation Integration Study (MMUTIS).

Figure l. Research Framework and Methodology

The long-running cumulative impacts of these transportation problems have drained the economic

and social vitality of the. metropolis. It is for this rcason that the MMUTIS was initiated, with
funding and technical support from the Japan Intemational Cooperation Agency (JICA).

MMUTIS aimed to update empirical data, to apply knowledge, collaborate efforts and to

effrciently allocate limited resources by updating a transportation database, formulating a

comprehensive 2}-year Master Plan for Transportation, and defining a priority program over the

next six years (1999-2004).

2. OVERVIEW OF TRAFF'IC DEMAI\ID

About 78% of Metro Manila residents make daily trips and the average number of trips by a

person above four years old is 2.3. There will also be a substantial increase in private motorized

iips from 21% in 1996 to 34% in the year 2015. Whereas, a decline in public motorized trips
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and walking trips will be seen in the year 2015 and this can be attributed 1o the increase of
motorized trips made by private vehicles.

When it comes to total number of daily trips, there is a 65% increase from 10.6 million in 1980 to

17.5 million in 1996. This can be attributed to the 63% increase in population from six million in
1980 to 9.5 million in 1996. Moreover, people with different socio-economic background differ
in trip requirements wherein males (an average of 2.6 per day) make more trips than females
(2.1). Car-owning households have more trips at 2.6 than non-car owning households who only
ltave 2.2. Those with higher incomes (200,000 pesos monthly) make more trips (3.1) compared

to those belonging in the lower income strata (3,000 pesos monthly income and 1.8 trips).

Car ownership and household income taken together, definitely takes into account the notion that
the trigher the income, the higher the possibility of car ownership. This means that those without
cars are highest in the low-income bracket and lowest in the high-income bracket. Moreover, the

nunrber ofcars owned increases as incomes become higher. A final note on car ownership, it is
prcdicted that the number of cars will increase from 730,000 (18.5% of households) in 1996 to

2,340,000 (28.2% of households) in 2015.

Lastly on travel demand, different patterns of travel activities are exhibited throughout the day

that corresponds to different trip purposes. During the day, trips tend to concentrate in the

morning between six to nine and in the aftemoon between four to seven. During the morning
peak period of six to seven, "to-school" trips are the most significant traffic generators/attractors

and at seven to nine, "to-work" trips are the most dominant. Since most people start and end their
day at their homes, thc most significant trip generator/attractors is the residence (47% of the total

traffic demand) followed by educational facilities (18 to l9%) and office./commercial/trade
facilities.

Moreover, traffic volume has intensified in all directions of Metro Manila since 1980. The most
notable of these are found in the southern, northem and eastem part of the NCR. In 1980, the

trips were largely confined within the area cordoned by the western part. As development took
place along the eas! trips started to gravitate toward this area converting it from a suburb and into
an urban area. The number oftrips had also increased at a very fast rate resulting to an increase

both in travel distance and time.

According to the Philippine Transport Strategy Study conducted by the National Ecohomic and

Development Authority, traffic grorvth from 1995 to 2005 is expected to increase by as much as

50% and 100% in interurban areas and surrounding urban areas, respectively. Therefore, trafhc
demand is expected to double in ten years.

3. GRAVITY MODEL ANALYSES OFTRAFFIC ORIGIN-DESTINATION FLOW

Transportation problems, being experienced by society today, are among the most significant
consequences of continued urban growth and sprawl. These problems have becn dealt r+'ith

much effort in order to search for transportation systems that are highly efficient, acceptable to

the society, and compatible to the environment. Important in this search are the use and

developmcnt of sophisticated mathematical models that can be used to analyze both simple and
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complex transportation problems. Moreover, these models pave the way for plans that will meet
the transportation needs not only ofthe present but also ofthe future.

"Gravity and Entropy Maximization Models" belong to a class of trip distribution models which
are based on the concept ofnetwork entropy (to be discussed in detail in the succeeding parts of
the paper). In order to formulate gravity and enhopy maximization as mathematical
transportation models, trip distribution requires the determination of the number of trips fi from
centroid i (origin) to centroidT (destination), given the total number of trips a, produced at i, the
total number of trips 67 attracted to/, and the cost cy of a trip from i to7. The essence of the
mathematical models is the functional dependence of iJ on the o;, bi and cr.

The gravity model has been the most widely used distribution model in transportation planning
and has formed the basis of traffic predictions for many cities (Potts and Oliver, 1972). The
model takes into account the various differences in frequency distributions of different trips. It
also takes into account the "length" of the trips which is usually measured by one of the following
factors such as distance, travel time and travel cost.

The gravity model is based on mathematical assumptions that resemble Newton's law of
gravitational attraction. Gravity models are also a particular case of the broader class of spatial
interaction models. Newton asserted that the force of attraction, 4 between two bodies is the

product of their masses mt urd m2, divided by the square of the distance between them, d,'?, :

n G.m,mr/F =" "",,./d, (r)

where G is the universal constant ofthe pull ofgravity.

Translating this into a transportation-geographical context (spatial interaction), force is regarded
as the number of flows (in this case, trips) between two regions and treat mass as a structural
variable such as population size. With these base calculations, it is possible to mqrsure a region's
capacity either to generate or to attract trips, representing distance in physical tenns or in some

surrogate form (e.g., travel cost or travel time). The basic gravity model is obtained:

wtvrr=k' 4f (2)

3.1 Input Data and Assumptions

The Metropolitan Area, also known as the National Capital Region (NCR), consists of l7 cities
and municipalities. In this paper, the National Capital Region is subdivided into the following
groupings for ease of computation and analyses (especially for the modeling process which calls
for a limited number of variables): Melro Manila, Intermediate North (Malabon, Navotas and

Valenzuela), Intermediote Easr (Quezon), Intermediate Soutl (Pasay, Makati, Mandaluyong),
Outside North (Maikina and Caloocan), Outside Eost (Pasig, Pateros and Taguig), and Outside
South (Paranaque, Las Pinas and Muntinlupa).
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Table I outlines the origin-destination flow of person-trips at the National Capital Region (NCR).

The pcrson trip survey takes into account the movement of people and not of vehicles. The

vertical column represents the origin-constrained data ("from") whilc the horizontal column

expresses the destination-constrained ("to") data. In this pa*icular survey (taken by MI"IUTTS in
1996), there are a total of 44,352 person trips done at a particular day at a particular time.

Table l. Origin-Destination Flow in the National Capital Region (Household Head Respondents)

from
to Metro

Manila
lntermediate

Notth Easl South
Outside

Norlh East Soufh

Outside
Metro TOTAL

Metro Manila

lntermediate
Norlh
Easl

Soulh

Oulside
Noilh
Easl

Soultt

Outside Metro

TOTAL

2,579

687

611

1,490

463
94'l

1,299

't,364

9,434

510 1,801 1.634

269 907 595

171 870 396
276 1,255 1,702

164 635 456
197 t,169 938

340 1,325 1,120

395 1,296 1 ,030

2,322 9,258 7,871

760 503

353 146 163

269 81 1 ',l0

538 5s3 648

684 346

3,859 2,490 3,266

237 160 161

432 344 386

586 357 599

983

388
238
792

336
573
862

1,680

s,852

9,402

3,508
2,746
7,254

2,612
4,980
6,488

7362

44,352

source: MMU

3.2 Numerical Results of Gravity Model Analyses

Generalizing the basic gravity model (Equation l), the following expression is obtained:

f,i=k fI (3)
Dlr

where .l) is the transportation flow from i to7, ,t as the constant; o, B and 1 as the parameters that

will be estimated using regression analysis. Although the concept still lbllorvs the simple linear

rcgression analysis, the application and solution using the multiple regression analysis is nrore

feasible since the equation now deals with more than two independent variables.

The gravity model above is based on the regression modcl, namely, a straight-line equation

relating to the dependent variable { to the independent variables alpha (cr), beta (B) and gamma

(y). Theoretical considerations usually indicate that a linear equation is required. However, the

linear equation may not sufficiently approximate complex or unknown theoretical models. Thus,

in all cases of regression analyses, the resulting regression model should result from a
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combination oftheoretical reasoning, practical consideration, and careful scrutiny ofthe available
data (Hamburg and Young, 1994).

Transforming the basic gravity model into the natural logarithm, the new equation is as follows:

log f u = logk + alogP, + BlogP, - ylog Du (4).

This logarithmic model implies that there is a constant pereentuge change in f.per unit
percentage change in alpha (o), beta (F) and gamma (y) as opposed to the straight-line model that
implies a constant amouil ofchange in the dependent variable per unit change in the independent
variables. A final and important note in the purpose of predicting a model lies not in obtaining an
equation that is the best fitting of the observed data, but rather in obtaining a model that will
predict and hold well in the tuture.

The modeling process started rvith the use of the origin-destination table (Table l) and,the
following socio-economic variables such as population, vehicle ownership and monthly income.
The alpha (e) and beta (p) parameters were reserved for the origin and destination population
data, respectively. While gamma (y) working as a resistance employed the following variables:
(l) distance, (2) travel time, (3) travel cost, (4) monthly income, (5) vehicle ownership, (6) car
owrership and (7) jeepney ownership. These are then subjected to multiple regression analyses
where the R-squared (fl', coefficient of determination which measures the strength of the
relationship between the dependent and the independent variables), coefficients (slope), ?"-

statistics (check of the equality of mean samples) and Significance F (determination of
differences in variance) rvere all taken. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of Regression Results

Population
and Distance

Population
and Time

Population
and Cost

Population and
Monthlv lncome

R Square

Coefficients
ct

B

't

t-Stat
o
p

F

0.526900459

-0.41 5181 176

2.1 67960065
-0.639345482

-1 .1 0496841 2

5.7391 37036
-3.21 3891447

2.81207E-07

0.4u141514

-0.347656576

2.282719574
-0.4 1 3034445

-0.88451 1789
5.817871694
-2.413673314

't.81492E-06

0.5269004s9

-0.41 51 81 1 76
2.1 67960065
-0.639345482

-1.104968412
5.7391 37036
-3.213891447

2.81207E-07

0.533000942

-0.498799253

2.199365302
1 .'t 1765891

-1.332373952
5.874862527
3.32247A1s6

2.12485E-07
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Table 2. (continuation)

Population

R Square

Coefficlents
o
p

,{

t-Stat
o
p

Y

0.731253145

1.064562408
3.76?726963
-3.480280618

3.04789142
10.77286136

-7.186129342

1.29413E-12

Taking into account the results with an R2 of 0.50 and above, the following pairs were taken to be

highly signiticant for the gravity model: (l) population and distance, (2) population and travel
cost, (3) population and monthly income, and (4) population and jeepney ownership. The ?"-

statistics and Significance F' are all significantly low which make the results highly reliable.

Moreover, the identification of the coefficients plays an important role in the analysis and

application of gravity models.

The basic gravity model exprcsses that gamma (y) should be a resistance to the network flow

from origin to destination. For example, if gamma (y) is taken as the distance, this implies that

the farther one zone is to another zone, the fewer the trip movement is between the two areas

(distance decay). Likewise, if the distance is shorter between two zones, it is to be expected that

there is more travel demand between these zones.

Among the significant results, "population and jeepney ownership" adheres most to the basic
graviri model] It is obviously tire bcst htting, iinie, among the models, it has the highest R?

compared with the other pairs. It can also mean that that the response variable (actual trip) has

inherent variability on the explanatory variables (population of origin and destination and jeepney

ownership). Moreover, if alpha (o) is bigger than gamma (1), n'hich is 1.0645 and -3.4802
respectively, the resistance is very dominant. Therefore, jeepney ownership does play an

important role in the movement of trips from one zone to another or the lack of movement

thereof. Suffice to say, the jeepney has been the most popular commuting mode in Metro Manila,
and jeepney owners who are very likely to be using this mode for business (ieepneys are for hire)
definitely move from one zone to another. However, the constraint being the ownership of
jeepney, lies on the fact that jeepney drivers in Metro Manila are only allowed to ply certain
routes within their zones. The jeepney drivers and owners are less likely to go from one zone to
another since, firstly, jeepneys are only allowed to ply a limited and fixed route and secondly,
longer routes are already sufficiently and efficiently handlcd by buses.

a.4204187',l4

-0.21425243
2.483912126
-0.331426978

-0.4068E9E6 1

4.717233129
-0.s89623539

2.20701E-0s

4.423477687

-0.12742422

2.570740336
-0.412153821

-0.231142971

4.6632309r4
-0.76351 8449

1.97091 E-05
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Of the other significant pairs, "population and monthly income" is fascinating due to the fact that

its alpha (o) is negative and its gamma (y) is positive. Gamma (y) has always been taken as

resistance to travel, say, for example, distance. In this case, gamma (y) being positive and alpha
(cr) being negative (thus, T being bigger than o) means that income is not a deterent to traveling
from one zone to another. It is usually taken that the when incomes are low, people have a lower
propensity to fravel farther. The results certainly dispel the latter argument since income itself
does not restrict the movement of people to different zones. What deters the residents of Metro
Manila and the other zones, r,l,ith respect to their monthly incomes, is that their places of origin
have more to do with their travel choices rather than their monthly incomes. Thus, a person with
a higher income, who is known to have a higher propensity to travel farther, restricts his traveling
to areas within his zone or to zones that are relatively nearer. Conversely, a person with a lower
income may have to travel farther for a particular travel purpose. No matter what the income is, a

person still has to travel, or the lack thereof, to arrive at his destination. Therefore, income (taken

as ganrma) is not a deterrent to travel between different zones but the origin itself may restrict the
movement of persons.

The last two significant pairs being "population and distance," and "population and travel cost,"
both have negative alpha (o) and gamma (y) coeffrcients. In this case, beta (B), which is

dcstination, dominates the flow. Destination (0), being positive, plays a very dominant role in the
travel behavior of Metro Manila and non-Metro Manila residents. By going back to the origin-
destination figure (Table 1), the distances of some regions may be far apart but, still, the demand
is very high. For example, those living in the Outside South travel a lot to Metro Manila and so

do those living in Metro Manila traveling a lot to the Outside North. On the other hand, those
coming from the Intermediate East seldom travel to Metro Manila despite its given short distance.

The explanation for travel distance and travel cost is very much the same since travel distance is
directly proportional to travel cost. The farther the trip activity, the more expensive it becomes.
In this case, origin, cost and distance are all resistance factors when Metro Manila and non-Metro
Manila residents decide to travel. Thus, more expensive and farther trips entail less

transportation demand. However, as stated earlier, destination is still dominant and a number of
persons will eventually discount travel cost and distance for the sake ofarriving at their appointed
destination.

A note on urban transportation and its effect on geography are clearly evident in this scenario.

The growth and urbanization of the National Capital Region has paved the way for an increase in
the number suburbs and new industrial and economic centers. These areas shied arvay from the

crorvded and expensive capital city of Metro Manila. This outward movement brought about an

increase in travel time and cost when commuters have to go to Metro Manila. Consequently, this
phenomenon has led to more travel time and congestion on cefiain roads in different areas of the
capital. For the people in NCR, distance and cost can still act as deterrents to travel activities but
when they have to go to a particular destination, these issues ofdistance and cost are laid to rest.

A last look at the regression results may entail wonder why travel time is not directly related to
travel distance. The reason is mainly attributed to the fact that travel time in Metro Manila
depends solely on road traffic volume during different times of the day. Various travel times are

attributed to the same road net*,ork during different periods of the day. This scenario makes
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distance act as a constant and time as variability, Thus, this situation represents that both travel
time and distance are not related except if travel times are studied at the same time intervals in
different days.

4. ENTROPY MODEL ANALYSES OF TRAFTIC ORIGIN.DESTINATION FLOW

The concept of entropy, familiar in thermodynamics and information theory has been one of the

most commonly used in trip distribution models. It also offers a theoretical framework for spatial

interaction models. Having its base on sktistical mechanics, entropy is primarily concerned with
finding the degree of likelihood of the final state of a system. Data for urban systems are not

easily availablc (thus, having a dearth oftransportation data needs). There is obviously, a need

for a method that makes reasonable estimates o1'the likely state of an urban transportation system

using the information that is abundantly available. In this sense, maximized entropy is subjected

to constraints of known informationl

There are tu,o important concepts in entropy that are applied to urban contexts (and in this case,

transportation) - the macrostate and the microstate. The transportation system comprises of flows

between origins and destinations. It is then assumed that the macrostate description of
transpofiation is the number of individuals flowing between origins and destinations. This

tnacrostate is composed of many microstates ,,vherein it is a description of the actual individual or

items that make up a macrostate. Just as there are many possible arrangements of individuals that

could make up a train of hundreds of commuters traveling from one location to another, there are

many possible microstates that can make up a given macrostate'

The nunrber of microstates associated with any given macrostate can be calculated as:

t/!
P = -;:-:- (5)

f,I",,
where p is the number of microstates associated with any given macrostate for the system, ly' is

the number of individuals or.items assigned to asset of categories, N, is the number of individuals

in a category i, N! is the factorial value of N: N(N-/XN-2XN-3)...(Arn), una f[ is the product of

the factorial value.

The concept of network entropy can then be introduced in terms of the dimensionless quantities

of p,, as seen in Equation 6. The quantity of pu is interpreted as the joint probability of a trip

being produced at zone i and attracted to zonei, implying the following constraints:
g< p,i <1, (6)

Zp,, =1 (7).
i,j

From Claude Shannon's entropy (where he used it as a measure of information), the following
optimization problems are defined:
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(i) maximizing the entropy:

rr =_\.n,tosr,
(ii) minimizingthJ"congestion:"

, =1r,r,
rvhere /i represents the appropriate integer ratio corresponding
solution to the problem above can be given as:

P, =Wi',
i=1,2,...,n
IVit +IVrt +...\Y,,t =1,

(8)

(e)

to the "congestion." Optimal

(l 0)

where We is the solution to the equation above.

The definition of one-factor entropy is the same as that used in thermodynamics and information
theory and the familiar conventions such as the following are adopted herein. Firstly, entropy is
nonnegative and concave:

- P,1ln P- is concave, for g . P, .1 (1 1).

Secondly, the entropy of a probability distribution that represents a completely certain outcome is
zero and the entropy ofany probability distribution representing uncertain outconres is positive:

- PrlnPit -0, for Py =0,1

- piln pu > 0, for g ,. P, .l
Lastly, given a fixed number of outcomes, the maximum possible entropy is that of the uniform
distribution:

g < pt <1 has a maximum of ln n2 when all p, are equal (14).

The network entropy, as stated earlier, is a measure of uncertainty, and entropy distribution
models are based on the principle that an equilibrium distribution maximizes lhe entropy (Potts
and Oliver, 1972). I

4.1 Input Data and Assumptions

The notion of entropy, as discussed earlier, is concerned with finding the degree of likelihood of
the final state of a system. This problem is based on the idea that data for transportation systems
are not readily available. Thus, entropy moiinrization results are based on making reasoned

estimates on the likely state ofan urban system using information that is not available, subject to
the constraints of known information.

The origin and destination constraints will be separately analyzed in the formulation of the
entropy models. As seen in Table 1, it does not necessarily follow that a symmetrical relationship
with respect to origin and destination arises. This means that people living in a certain zone do
not only travel within their zone ofresidence, but also travel to zones outside oftheir zone.

(12),

(l 3).
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The data from the origin-destination table will be used both for the origin-constrained ("from")
traffic flow data and destination-constrained ("to") models. In the entropy modeling process, the

"Metro-Manila-to" and "from-Metro-Manila" data will be removed in order to avoid favorably
ske*'ing the data towards Metro Manila. In this regard, other zones will act as outliers and the

results will noi be able to represent the dynamism among the zones.

The solution of the entropy model requires information that would explain the factors behind
transportation cost. Therefore, the models calls for a maximized entropy with a minimized travel
cost. As entropy models require no set criteria for the state of information that is to be gathered

(due in part to the difficulty of data gathering), the available data (culled from different socio-
economic variables available for this study) will be used in the analysis. Therefore, the available
data become the constraints when dealing with entropy models.

1'he entropy rnaximization modeling process is as follows. Firstly, the collection of
transportation data in these two areas is needed: (l) origin-destination traffic flow data, and (2)
socio-economic and transportation-related variables. Secondly, a trial-and-error method is

ernployed to choose socio-economic and transportation-related variables that more or less follow
the distribution pattern of the origin-destination data. Thirdly, integer ratios, from a low of one to
a high of ten, are given to the optimal combination of variables from the previous step. Fourthly,
the entropy probabilities are taken from the one-factor entropy table. Lastly, the entropy
probabilities and the original origin-destination distributions are plotted in a graph and compared.
If the two distributions more or less follow the same trend, then the optimal solution to the model

is found. If not, the process is repeated all over again until the likely probabilities (entropy) are

found.

The first part of the entropy modeling process has been accomplished since the first set of data

being the origin-destination data has already been culled. The second set being the socio-
economic variables will also be selected from the list of socio-economic variables used in the
gravity modeling process. The use of socio-economic variables may not be instantly attributed to
transportation as opposed to the transportation-related variables such as travel time, cost and

distance. These variables after careful examination will produce the necessary information to
explain the principle of entropy being maximized whilc price levels are minimized.

4.2 Entropy Maximization Model Results of Origin-Constrained ('f,'rom") Traffic Flow

The origin-constrained "from" traffic flow (from Metro Manila to another zone) and has the

following share components with respect to total flo'*, share which are arranged fronr a

descending order: (l) Intermediate East (1801 trips,30.8390%); (2) Intermediate South (1634
trips,27.9795%); (3) Outside North (760 trips, 13.0137%); (4) Outside South (632 trips,
10.8219%): (5) Intermediate North (510 trips, 8.7329%); and (6) Outside East (503 trips,
8.6130%).

The process for the origin-constrained ("from") traffic flow started by arranging the percentage

shares of the zones from the highest to the lowest. Through rial-and-error, different variables
u,ere tcsted in order to obtain percentage shares with are more or less very near the actual origin-
destination percentage share data. After careful, computation, iteration and analysis, the
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following vadables were found to be significant in the case of origin-constrained date: travel
distance, travel cost, travel time and population (Table 3).

Table 3. Results of Origin-Constrained Entropy Model

Distance Cost Time Population D+C+T/P lR Entropy

lntermediate East (lE) 5 5 25
lntermediate South (lS) 6 5.5 30

Outside North (ON) 10 6 i40
Outside South (OS) 11 7 40
lntermediate North (lN) 7 5.5 35

Outside East (OE) I 6.5 40

1.775 19.718310 3 0.308
1.'.192 34.815436 4 0.229
1.306 42.879020 6 0.171
1.202 48.252912 7 0.127
0.968 49.070248 8 0.095
0.934 59.421842 10 0.071

The variables were not to be taken at face value. Instead, as seen in Table 3, a new variable
(dummy) has been created wherein *D+C+T/P" stands for the summation of distance, cost and

time divided by the population. This process also entailed the trial-and-enor method. The results
of the "D+C+T/P" variable follow the same descending order of the original origin-destination
share that shows promise with regard the possible similarity of distributions between the original
origin-destination share and the soon-to-b€ calculated entropy probabilities.

The "IR" column of Table 3 stands for the integer ratios (Kunisawa, 1975). This part also entails
a trial-and-error method wherein different integers ranging from one to ten are assigned to the
new variable C'D+C+TIP'). After coming up with the most suitable ratios, these ratios were then
extrapolated from the one-factor-entropy table and the resulting probabilities were taken.

Restating the general principle of entropy, "out of all probability distributions satisfying given
moment constraints togelher, with the natural constraint on the probabilities, choose the

distribution that is closest to the given a priori probability distribution," the origin-destination
share and the results of the entropy model were both plotted in one figure (Figure 2) to see if the

entropy principle applies. By inspection, the two curves {ue very close to each other and this
means that the results of the entropy model are sufficient. Furthermore, these probability
distributions will be the most likely origin-constrained shares in the future.

IE IS ON OS IN OE

Flgure 2. O-O Share and Entropy in Origin-
Constralned Trafflc Flow
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The resulting enhopy means that, the chosen variables, travel distance, travel cost, travel time and
population have a significant relationship with the origin-constrained data and the resulting
enhopy probabilities will likely hold true in the future. Moreover, distance, cost and time are all
complementary to the maximized entropy while population has a substitute relationship. The
latter is due to the fact, that its inverse is needed in order to come up with a mix of likely
distributions while the former can stand as is.

The results suggest that in order to maximize enhopy and minimize traffic congestion, travel
distance, travel cost and travel time must be taken at its minimal state and population at its
highest. The shorter the distance, the lesser time, the cheaper the cost and the higher the
population, there will definitely be a scenario which involves very little traffic congestion. Thus,
this type of distribution that is presently prevailing will likely to happen as well in the future.
Planning for this scenario rvill be helpful in improving the transportation networks and the or,erall
urban quality of life.

5.3 Entropy Maximization Model Results of Destination-Constrained ("To") Tralfic Florv

The same process is applied to the destination-constrained traflic flow data. The destination-
constrained ("to") traffic flow (from other zones to Metro Manila) has the following share

components with respect to total flow share which are arranged in a descending order: (l)
Intermediate South (1490 tips,27.2353%); (2) Outside South (1299 trips, 23.6569%); (3)

Outside East (941 trips, l7.l37l%); ($ Intermediate North (687 trips, 12.51ru%); (5)
Intermediate East (611 trips, I 1.1273%); and (6) Outside North (463 trips, 8.4320%).

After iterating the socio-economic and transportation-related variables also used in the origin-
constrained traffic flow dat4 the following variables were found to be significant in these case:

"population and monthly income." Table 4 summarizes the results of the network entropy
modeling process while Figure 3 represents the extrapolated data taken from the one-factor-
entropy table.

Intermediate South (lS)
Outside South (OS)

Outside East (OE)

Intermediate North (lN)

lntermediate East (lE)
Outside North (ON)

Table 3. Results of Destination-Constrained Entropy Model

1.192
1.202
0.934
0.967
1.775
1.306

0.285
0.1 73
0.'t 05
0.081

0.222
0.134

2.225 3.417 0.292654 5

1.902 3.104 0.322165 7

1.078 2.012 0.497018 9
0.899 1.866 0.535906 10

1.269 3.044 0.328515 6
1.044 2.350 0.425532 I

In the case of destination constrained traffic flow dat4 the new variable that was created is
"l/P+I" that stands for the inverse of the sum of population and monthly income. Having taken
their inverse, population and monthly income is said to have a substitute relationship. The results
are of the same descending order found. I{owever, the last two variables did not reflect a
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continued downward slope for these two abruptly increased (Intermediate East) and slightly
decreased (Outside North), resp€ctively. Therefore, plotting both entropy maximization likely
probabilities and destination-constrained percentage share in Figure 3 show that the new
distribution is relatively close to the original share only up to the first four zones.
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Figure 3. O-D Shar€ and Entropy in Oostination- 
i

Constrained Traffic Flow i

The results suggest that in order to maximize entropy and minimize traffic congestion, population

and monthly income must be at its peak. However, in the future, as seen in the likely
probabilities, the share for the Intermediate East has abruptly increased and so does the share of
the Outside North. This can be attributed to the very high population of these zones as well as its
high monthly incomes. This has also been seen in the previous tables and figures and that the

residents from these areas are less likely to move from one zone. The results above can improve
future policy and planning activities in these regions, and more importantly, the last two regions.

The Intermediate East and Outside North should be planned accordingly. Urban planning and

policy can improve the situations of not just these two regions, but also all of the National Capital
Region itself.

5. CONCLUSTONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Form the traditional city c'enter, Metro Manil4 the metropolitan region (National Capital Region)
has expanded and metamorphosed into a polycentric structure. Given these changes, the

metropolis is plagued with many problems. However, one problem can be really just a result or a
residual of a more fundamental one. To really understand these interrelationships is the job of the
policymakers, planners, researchers and the society as a whole.

The following urban planning issues were concluded from the study:
. sub-urbanization has not decreased the density on inner areas with the stepping-in of

various activities;
r land uses have transformed into mixed-activity giving away to competing uses of existing

road spaces (i.e. no clustering ofland-use activities, thereby increasing road congestion)
o infrastructure has not been improved and the environment is deteriorating;
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r the spatial separation of residences from workplaces and educational centers has
worsened. With more households opting to live outside Meho Manila and farther away
from jobs and schools, the number of trips and trip distances has increase proportionately
(therefore, movement to different zones causes congestion in inter-zone road networks);

r motorization has increased rapidly. During the period from 1980-1995, the number of
registered vehicles has increased at an average of six percent per year. The increase in
private car use is especially high. It is a fact that 40% of all vehicles registered in the
Philippines are concentrated in Metro Manila;

. the peroentage of car-orvning households has jumped from ten percent in 1980 to 20%o in
t996;

r the growth in travel demand since 1970 is quite dramatic - from less than seven million
motorized trips a day to 10.6 million in 1980 and 17.5 million in 1996.

From the models, it could also be .stated that the overall urban quality of life has deteriorated
since people have to travel more and pay more for trips in different zones. The destination,
regardless, of other factors has been a dominant force in trip choices even if it means more
burdensome on the commuter's part.

It is therefore recommended that:
(l) the use of land-use transportation models to forecast future patterns of urban systems

be strengthened and institutionalized (such as the institutionalization of the "Traffic
Impact Analysis'), and;

(2) urban planning and redevelopment with emphasis on transportation demand
management since road networks (supply) are very limited.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures will be used at present in order to
partially alleviate the problems of traffic congestion. TDM measures include:

. land-usq controls (such as administrative approvals in the form of traffic impact
statements);

r discouragement ofprivate car use and ownership;
. public transport operations (such as mass transport facilities, allocation of high-

occupancy vehicle lanes); and
r traffrc signalization improvements (engineering aspects).

Lastly, as with most solutions to compounding urban problems, it is important that a holistic and
integrated approach to policy planning and implementation is applied.
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